AGRICULTURE, FOOD & NATURAL RESOURCES
• Animal Science – Akins, Bowie, Navarro
• Environmental and Natural Resources – Akins
• Plant Science – Akins, Bowie, Clifton, Navarro
• Applied Agricultural Engineering – Clifton, Navarro

ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION
• Carpentry – Crockett
• Carpentry and Electrical – Navarro
• Electrical – Travis

ARTS, A/V TECHNOLOGY & COMMUNICATIONS
• Design and Multimedia Arts – Akins, Anderson, Ann Richards, Austin, Bowie, Crockett, Eastside, LASA, McCallum, Navarro, Northeast, Travis
• Digital Communications – Akins, Austin, Anderson, Crockett, LASA, LBJ, McCallum, Travis

BUSINESS, MARKETING AND FINANCE
• Business Management – Austin, Northeast, Bowie
• Entrepreneurship – Anderson, Austin, LBJ, Navarro
• Accounting and Financial Services – Bowie, Crockett, McCallum

EDUCATION & TRAINING
• Teaching & Training – Akins, Bowie, Navarro
• Early Learning – Clifton

HEALTH SCIENCE
• Healthcare Diagnostics – Bowie
• Healthcare Therapeutic – Akins, Bowie, Clifton, Eastside, LBJ, Navarro, Northeast, Travis
• Exercise Science & Wellness - McCallum

HOSPITALITY & TOURISM
• Culinary Arts – Austin, Bowie, Clifton, Travis
• Lodging and Resort Management - Clifton

HUMAN SERVICES
• Family and Community Services – Akins, Clifton
• Cosmetology and Personal Care Services – Crockett, Navarro

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
• Information Technology Support and Services – Akins
• Web Development – Crockett, Eastside, LASA, Travis

LAW AND PUBLIC SERVICE
• Emergency Services – Akins, LBJ, Travis
• Law Enforcement – Akins, Navarro, Northeast, Travis
• Legal Studies – Akins

MANUFACTURING
• Advanced Manufacturing and Machinery Mechanics – Akins, Anderson
• Manufacturing Technology – Anderson

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING & MATHEMATICS
• Biomedical Science – Akins, Anderson, Ann Richards, Austin, Bowie, Crockett, LASA
• Cybersecurity – Bowie
• Engineering – Akins, Anderson, Ann Richards, Austin, Bowie, Eastside, LASA, McCallum, Northeast, Travis
• Programming and Software Development – Akins, Anderson, Ann Richards, Austin, Bowie, LASA, Navarro
• Renewable Energy – Anderson

TRANSPORTATION, DISTRIBUTION & LOGISTICS
• Automotive – Crockett, Northeast